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ERFURT-JuicyWalls digitally printed wallcoverings
on ERFURT-Variovlies M 160,
ERFURT-Vliesfaser 715, 717, 735, 738 and
ERFURT-JuicyWalls BASIC

Product benefits
PVC-free

Fire-retardant

For walls and
ceilings

Breathable

Impactresistant

No soaking
necessary

Non-woven
paste

Paste-the-wall
technique

Covers cracks

Easy to remove

Excellent
lightfastness

Washable

Preparation/Use
Please note the following:
Only use rolls from a single production batch and check the wallcovering for defects
before pasting! Unroll the wallcovering before using on a smooth and clean base
surface. Cut the individual drops using the white section provided and lay them
beside each other to check the pattern match. Inspect this high-quality wallcovering
very carefully at this stage to avoid subsequent complaints. Complaints, returns,
exchanges or similar claims for products used will not be accepted.

2a. We recommend the use of paste-the-wall
technique with no soaking. Using a long-pile roller,
generously (see finger test) paste the wall ready for
one drop.

2b. Or a pasting machine without soaking.

4. Using a rubber roller or a wallpapering brush
smooth out all folds and illiminate bubbles. Never
use a seam roller!

5. Use a Stanley knife and palette knife to trim
off excess material at ceilings, skirting boards or
windows etc.

7. Briefly ventilate the room during and after
wallpapering, as excessive draughts or heating can
cause the seams to open. Keep the door open and
the windows closed at night. Avoid draughts!

8. For future redecorating, the wallpaper is easily
removed.

1. Remove old wallpaper and paint. Smooth rough
base surfaces with a plaster-based filler. Highly
absorbent surfaces should be primed using a
solvent-free primer.

3. Position the drops, matching the pattern, using
a butt joint. Keep movement of the panels to a
minimum once on the paste. Immediately wipe
away any leaking paste carefully with a soft damp
sponge.

6. Do not overlap in corners and at edges, but
separate precisely along the edge and butt joint the
next drop.
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